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Why quantum-safe cryptography?

� Cryptography indispensable for cyber security

� In particular for long-term protection

� Quantum computers will break today’s public-key cryptography



The challenge

� Find quantum-safe mechanisms for 

�Key distribution over insecure channels

�Public-key encryption

�Digital signatures

�Advanced functionalities



Process

� Specify scheme

� Prove its security 

� Determine secure parameters for given security level

� Optimize scheme for relevant security levels and computing 
environments

� Standardize schemes

� Provide implementations 

� Incorporate into applications



Candidates

� Key distribution:

�QKD and new lattice-based schemes

� Public-key encryption schemes

�Code-based

�Lattice-based�Lattice-based

�Multivariate

� Digital signatures

�Hash-based

�Multivariate

�Lattice-based

�Code-based



Security foundations

� QKD: The laws of quantum mechanics + classical assumptions for 
authentication

� Hash-based signatures: secure hash functions exst

� Code-based schemes: special decoding problems, e.g. Goppa code � Code-based schemes: special decoding problems, e.g. Goppa code 
decoding, are hard

� Lattice-based schemes: computing short and near vectors in special 
classes of lattices is hard

� Multivariate schemes: solving special classes of systems of 
multivariate quadratic equations over finite fields



Security foundations quantum-safe?

� QKD: The laws of quantum mechanics + classical assumptions for 
channel authentication

� Hash-based signatures: secure hash function required

� Computational problems:� Computational problems:

� Code-based schemes: special decoding problems are hard

� Lattice-based schemes: computing short and near vectors in special 
classes of lattices is hard

� Multivariate schemes: solving special classes of systems of 
multivariate quadratic equations over finite fields



Secure hash functions

From block ciphers:

AES
Blowfish
3DES

SHA-2
SHA-3
BLAKE
Grøstl
JH
Keccak 3DES

Twofish
Threefish
Serpent
IDEA
RC5
RC6
…

Keccak
Skein
VSH
MCH
MSCQ
SWIFFTX
RFSB
…



Computational problems

� Decoding

� Finding short and near vectors 

� Solving multivariate quadratic systems

� Quantum algorithms?

� Classical algorithms

�In the presence of modern computing architectures

�Using internal structures 



Security 

� QKD: reduction to laws of quantum mechanics 

� Hash-based signatures: XMSS has minimal security requirements

� Lattice-based: (Worst-to-average-case) reductions for some schemes

� Code-based: RSA-like

� Multivariate: RSA-like



Performance 

� QKD: deployed for point-to-point communication



Performance 

� Hash-based signatures: XMSS has excellent performance except for 
somewhat large signatures – IETF standard draft

� Code-based public-key encryption: McEliece/Niederreiter excellent 
performance except for large keys

� Code-based signatures: insufficient performance

� Lattice-based: schemes with good performance exist, e.g. NTRU

� Multivariate signature schemes:  rainbow has excellent performance 
except for large keys

� Multivariate public-key encryption: still under development



Recommendations 

� Standardize and integrate into standard applications: XMSS + NTRU-
Encrypt/McEliece-Niederreiter

� Study (ideal) lattice, code, multivariate problems in the presence of 
modern computing architectures -> parameter selection

� Optimize lattice, code, multivariate schemes for secure parameters-
Consider side channels.

� Provide security proofs for code-based and multivariate schemes 

� Integrate QKD with other techniques for everlasting security




